Testimonials

D.C. from Saskatchewan says:
"We really like the Separett toilet. It is perfect for the location of our log
cabin in northern Saskatchewan. It works very well. This is a great product
and the service we have received from you and your company has been
exceptional. We truly do appreciate this service."
Barry of Mazinaw lake, Cloyne, Ontario says:
"At first I was skeptical about the Separett being odorless. My first test the
May 24th guy’s long weekend, do I need to say anymore. This toilet
performed flawlessly, it's easy to install, clean and maintain (emptied once a
year). Need a new septic system? Why spend $25,000 when you can buy a
Separett at a fraction of the price with less maintenance and hassle.
Yours truly, Barry Clayton."
Wayne of Listowel, Ontario says:
“I liked my brother’s Separett toilet so much I went out and bought myself
one”
Bruce and Mary of Mitchell, Ontario say:
“We love our Separett Villa. It is truly odorless and is very easy to maintain”
Brian of Innisfree, Alberta exclaims:
“I love the Separett product!”
Bill from Ottawa Exclaims:
“Hi, I bought one of your toilets for the cabin. WOW! What a treat. The cabin
is small so there is no space for a separate room for the toilet. I cannot
believe that I get less odour from the Separett than from the toilet in the
city. We have used an outhouse since we built about 45 years ago. I have
rejected all composting toilets that I have seen before.”
“By the way if you need someone to spell you off during the cottage show in
the spring here in Ottawa, let me know, I would be pleased to help.”
Eric from Port Perry, Ontario says:
“This is one fantastic product!”

Jim from Yarmouth, Nova Scotia says:
`Hi, we already have a separett that I put in a few years ago, and I
am very pleased with it compared to our other composting toilet; so I
would like to order another one to replace the other composting toilet
that we have. Thanks. `

